[A simple method for AV-delay determination in dual chamber pacemakers].
The individual adjustment of the AV intervals is a prerequisite for the hemodynamic advantages of dual-chamber pacing. The methods for the optimization of the AV-Delay (AVD) applied so far are time intensive. A simple and fast method is the approximate adjustment of the AVD with the surface-ECG. The aim of this work is the conception and validation of this new method. The optimal AVD is given if at the end of the atrial contraction the mitral valve is closed by the ventricular increase of pressure. In order to achieve this with pacemaker patients, the individually different atrial and ventricular conduction times must be considered. The different conduction times can be determined from the surface-ECG. Intra- and interatrial conduction times can be defined by the beginning of the atrial spike up to the end of the p-wave. The beginning of ventricular pressure increase corresponds to the peak of the stimulated QRS complex (beginning of the Iso-Volumetric Contraction time, ISVC) and depends on the interventricular conduction time.¶ In the case of 100 patients, who did not receive a cardiac pacemaker, the interval at the end of the p-wave (left atrial excitation, EP) up to the peak of the r-wave (ISVC) during rest and exercise was measured and an age referred average value of 100ms determined; this serves as standard value if no AV-conduction is available. The approximated optimized AVD is given if the interval of the end at the p-wave to the peak of the QRS-Complex amounts to 100ms. By means of a simple algorithm, the optimized AVD can, thus, be calculated:¶ After programming a long AVD, the interval at the end of the native or paced p-wave up to the peak of the stimulated QRS-Complex (EP/ISVC) is determined. This value EP/ISVC is then taken from the long AVD, the 100ms standard value is added and one receives the approximately optimized AVD.¶ In order to validate the described method, 13 consecutive patients (2 female, 11 male, average age 67±7.8 years) were included, and received for different indication (7 sick sinus syndrome, 4 AV block III, 2 binode disease) a DDD pacemaker (Affinity, St. Jude Medical).¶ About 8 weeks after implantation all patients underwent a PA catheter investigation, in order to optimize the AV-/PV-Delay of the pacemaker regarding the maximum cardiac output (CO). For CO measurement the thermo dilution method was applied. Altogether 17 complete hemodynamic measurements (9 times with different PVDs, 8 times with different AVDs) were executed. The patients 10-13 could be examined both in the VDD and in the DDD mode.¶ The minimum determined CO amounted to 3.5 l/min, the maximal CO 7.1 l/min and the average value was 5.62±0.98 l/min. In all patients not only one optimal AVD was found but, moreover, a varied interval of AVDs with which optimal CO results could be obtained. The comparison of surface ECG optimized AVD with the PA catheter optimized AVD showed a statistically significant correlation (0.825PV, 0.982 AV, P<0.01). Sixteen out of seventeen measurements were at an interval which enables hemodynamic optimal CO or stroke volume. Only one AVD determined from the surface ECG was situated slightly (10 ms) outside of a hemodynamic optimal determined AVD. Despite the encouraging test results represented here, further studies should examine the value of the new algorithm in comparison with the other techniques for AVD optimization.